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Nous sommes tous des juifs allemands (We are all         
German Jews).  

Slogan of the 1968 Sorbonne revolt in answer        
to the denigration of one of the revolt's leaders 

 

I have lived half my life in Paris, not the half that            
made me but the half that made what I made.  

Gertrude Stein, What Are Masterpieces?     
(1940) 

 

Se considererà dipoi tritamente i tempi degli altri        
imperatori, gli vedrà atroci per le guerre [...]: vedrà il          
mare pieno di esilii, gli scogli pieni di sangue.  

(If he'll then reflect attentively on the other emperors         
[except those between Nerva and Marcus Aurelius],       
he'll find them full of war atrocities [...]: he'll find the           
sea covered with exiles, the reefs covered with blood.)  

Niccolò Machiavelli, Discorsi sopra la prima      
deca di Tito Livio (ca. 1520) 

 

0. Introduction 

 

0.1. I propose to speak here about people displaced from their country of origin and upbringing --                 
an experience never more frequent and burning than in these times of barbed wire and downfall of                 
empires, when in an optimistic estimate 175 million people in the world were 'foreign born' in 2002                 
and the number is steadily rising.1/ This is a most wrenching life experience, second in impact                
perhaps only to war, long-term hunger or imprisonment, and hospitalizable illness. It has similar              
roots in the odium theologicum of modern power-holders and their ideologies of frozen identity,              
ably seconded by the new technical means at their repressive disposal in our age of mass killings                 
and concentration camps, horrors of which displacement is a relatively milder variant taking up the               
slack where killings and imprisonments cannot quite do their job. Such displacement is at bottom               
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quite unmetaphorical. Instead of a person creatively carrying meanings over (meta phorein)            
accepted borders of sense, the person is here bodily pushed over borders by forces beyond its                
control. Instead of a person engaging in possibly fertile dreamwork, which in Freud's account              
comports imaginative transport or removal of meaning (Verschiebung), or in even more fertile             
Blochian daydreaming, the person is deported (abgeschoben) by such forces from one real territory              
and social nexus to another, differing one. But all our lives are shot through with ways of                 
apprehending ourselves and others (what is a border? and a person?), so that I have right at the                  
outset to put into its place this secondary metaphoric factor, which is almost always present in                
modern times when speaking about feeling out of place and alien. It is a widespread unease, more                 
often than we usually think deepening into desperation. That acute critic of the first modern mass                
democracy, Thoreau, even postulated that most people live lives of quiet desperation. Marx found              
the root of alienation in the labour process, but after him the sentiment is most often articulated by                  
and about disgusted intellectuals, from Nietzsche and Sartre to George Steiner and Edward Said.  

But this depends on how we define intellectuals. Sociologically, they have been defined as              
those middle-class people, largely university graduates, who "produce, distribute and preserve           
distinct forms of consciousness"2/ -- images, stories, concepts. However, in a value-laden sense,             
anybody is a potential and often actual intellectual insofar as she or he attempts to articulate                
meanings and make sense of the forces shaping our lives (as Gramsci and Brecht put it), combining                 
a lived concern for knowledge and for freedom. For the present purpose I wouldn't go so far, but I                   
would differentiate between the two poles of critical intellectuals and what Debray calls the              
reproductive or distributive intellectuals: the engineers of material and human resources, the admen             
and "design" professionals, the new bishops and cardinals of the media clerisy, most lawyers, as               
well as the teeming swarms of supervisors -- in other words, the Post-Fordist "organic" mercenaries               
whom Post-Modernist cynicism has dispensed from needing alibis. The great majority of the             
"distributive" intellectuals are people who supply the ever stronger technical means for            
psychophysical repression. The critical intellectuals, those who produce new forms of consciousness            
and subconsciousness, are always alienated from thoroughly unjust régimes that necessarily repress            
also radical thought (for all truly new thought is in some ways dangerous and radical). They become                 
what used to be under Nazis called "inner émigrés" or undeclared exiles (evident, say, in D.H.                
Lawrence's restless fits of travelling expatriation, from Mexico through Italy to Australia). This fits              
in very well with the central stance of Modernist artists and writers within a disenchanted world,                
where for example the splendid writer Ngugi wa Thiong'o described the novelist as being              
simultaneously inside the river of his country's history and yet watching from the bank, and leads                
easily to expatriation or exile. 

I find this conclusion true, important, yet too ambiguous to be used at the outset of an                 
investigation into "actually existing" displacement. The metaphor "all modern thinkers are exiles"            
would make it impossible to focus on the brute fact of bodies not only psychically but also                 
physically in exile, and the whole new way of feeling, thinking, and living this brings; it would                 
mean a downgrading of working and downtrodden people's experience that is rather elitist and              
Idealist in the bad sense. The metaphor is of Christian origin, a Fall from Eden (best presented in                  
English literature, of course, in Paradise Lost), and the quasi-Christian insistence on the soul's              
alienness in and from the Terrestrial City seems to obscure "what is truly horrendous: that exile is                 
irremediably secular and unbearably historical; that it is produced by human beings for other              
human beings [...]"3/. I want therefore to keep the metaphor in abeyance; and yet I want to keep it in                    
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mind for later use, because it wonderfully illuminates, first, some central facets of the              
phenomenology or inner sense of exile, of the existential (intellectual which also means emotional)              
alienation or opposition most displaced persons feel toward where they were displaced from and/or              
displaced to, and second, some of the most interesting cognitive and creative uses displacement can               
be put to for us. After all, as Dubravka Ugrešić sardonically but rightly points out, "although they                 
are statistically the most insignificant and unreliable witnesses, writers are those rare migrants who              
leave their footprints."4/ 

Accordingly, this essay will first attempt to establish a typology and a brief phenomenology              
of displacement, and then discuss one of its uses for intellectuals. It pretends to no more than a first                   
orientation in this field, leaving out such key depth-factors as the world market, demographic              
trends, wars and other causes of mass displacement.5/ It addresses itself only to the modalities and                
consequences of people getting more or less reluctantly from an original society to a new and at                 
least initially strange one. Therefore, it will speak little about how the "target" society deals with                
such people,6/ and not at all about the modalities and consequences of their return to the "source"                 
society, if that happens, nor about the important economic and political fallout of the              
communications between such a diaspora and its "source," nor, finally, about the intimately             
connected displacements within the same Nation-State.7/  

 

0.2. "Anyone prevented from returning home is an exile," said the late and much regretted Edward                
Said, as Christian-born Palestinian Arab and critical intellectual an addetto ai lavori (insider             
specialist) if ever there was one.8/ Said goes on to speak about refugees and émigrés, and I shall                  
use insights by him and some others to construct a typology as a guide to the labyrinth of what I                    
shall provisionally call forced displacement. While largely inspired by him, I shall take leave to               
refine and modify his terms in the following approach. In it, the term "exiles," which can loosely                 
encompass also refugees and émigrés, will be taken in the stricter sense of people forced out from                 
their original society for political reasons (though elsewhere I may not avoid using it for the                
whole category of "forcibly displaced people").  

To be prevented from returning, one must first have left under pressure and in circumstances               
which make a return impossible, although the particular individual may in some cases not have               
been fully aware that this will be the case. A cognate but experientially and existentially quite                
different category are expatriates, such as my fellow-members of the Cambridge Club of Toscana              
and Umbria, who have moved from England to Italy's even greener and more pleasant land to                
work and mostly marry. "Expatriates voluntarily live in an alien country," remarked Said, the              
best-known group in cultural history being perhaps the Americans in Paris after World War 1 and                
in smaller numbers also World War 2: Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Dos Passos, Stein, Miller, and the               
somewhat more complex cases of Blacks like Baldwin and Wright or Irishmen like Joyce and               
Beckett. Pure expatriates are those who can and usually do return, whose physical and metaphoric               
alienation from their mother-country is therefore not so thoroughgoing as to be permanent.             
"Expatriates may share in the solitude and estrangement of exile, but they do not suffer under its                 
rigid proscriptions"9/: they are allowed to retain their original Nation-State rights and are spared the               
sense of indefinitely durable, very possibly final sundering or expulsion from the society of their               
origin and youthful acculturation. In a looser sense, temporarily relocated power-holders and            
missionaries in the colonies as well as scholars investigating other countries are also expatriates.10/              
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The latest avatar of the colonial overseer is the hugely swelling class of elite technicians of                
capitalist globalization -- the 'duty free' young bankers, accountants, managers, and employees of             
international organizations flitting between the capital cities of three continents, who are numbered             
in millions (their US, German, and above all French contingent in London has been estimated at                
650 thousand)11/. Yet almost all of them expect to return to enhanced status at home, and fall                 
totally outside of this discussion.  

Finally, expatriates remind us that the possibility of moving to a new locus may be quite                
positive or life-enhancing,12/ and this could also be the case for a number of displaced persons from                 
less fortunate categories. I shall also be unable to discuss such cases, important and indeed               
life-saving as they might often be. It is, alas, the black aspect of displacement that must first of all                   
be faced.  

 

1. A Little Typology and Its Discontents 

1.1. Forced Displacement 

 

Oúk éstin feúgonti fílos kaì pistòs hetâiros.  

tês dè fugês estin toût'anierótaton.  

(No comrades nor faithful friends has the exiled 

 This is the greatest punishment of exile) 

     Theognis of Megara, Elegies (ca. 500 B.C.E.) 

 

The precondition for talking about this category is then the existence of people grown up and                
acculturated in one national society, with its mores, language, sights, sounds, and all other treasures               
of youthful experience, who move to live in another society, without certitude of ever returning.               
Not rarely such people, especially intellectuals, move to several other States -- as Joyce to Paris,                
Italy, and Switzerland, or Nabokov to Germany and USA. Discussions about intellectual exiles,             
who do not necessarily stand for all others (say the 40 million refugees and displaced persons                
officially counted as such in 1997!), usually forget the big difference between what I shall call                
single exiles -- though it's often a nuclear family -- and multiple or mass exoduses of large parts                  
from a whole ethnic group whom I shall call refugees. If we then call the original society O and the                    
new and strange one S, we come to this first overview:  

TABLE 1 

EXILES: O----->S, single departure, political reasons 

REFUGEES: O----->S, mass departure, political reasons 

EXPATRIATES: O<----->S, single departure, ideological and/or economic reasons  

ÉMIGRÉS: O----->S, mass departure, economic reasons (only sometimes        
O<----->S)  
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The typology can also be represented as a Levistraussian quadrangle of 2x2 parameters,             
figuring Return: Possible vs. Impossible and Departure: Single vs. Mass, as in Table 2:  

TABLE 2   

   RETURN POSSIBLE RETURN IMPOSSIBLE 

SINGLE DEPARTURE Expatriates Exiles 

MASS DEPARTURE Émigrés Refugees 

 

Some discussions and qualifications:  

First of all, since these terms keep both historically shifting and being treated by not fully                
compatible discourses, for example those of police bureaucracy vs. social philosophy, I do not              
myself feel a fully viable typology can today be established. Nonetheless it seems impossible to               
proceed without an initial overview; if and when new general insights can be arrived at, the raft                 
may be spurned.  

For one example, in my right-hand, "RETURN IMPOSSIBLE" column, both exiles and            
refugees were driven out by the political hegemony of their original societies, and they are               
differentiated here simply as more or less prominent individual exiles, such as the Hellenic              
ostracized and other banished victims of authority, versus the refugees, "suggesting large herds of              
innocent and bewildered people requiring urgent international assistance"13/. In fact, the conditions            
of forced displacement differ sharply between exiles, lonely men or small families usually able to               
choose at least the day of leaving and afford a cross-border train, ship or indeed plane ticket, and                  
refugees, groups that range between thousands and millions of people uprooted by immediate fear              
of killing and fleeing by whatever improvised means are available. True, once the refugees arrive to                
S, they may either be put into resettlement camps, which threaten to become durable pseudo-homes               
(as in the case of Palestinian or Serbian Krajina and Kosovar refugees), or they may disperse and                 
become statistically undistinguishable from the prominent exiled. But in either case, the refugees             
are likely to be overwhelmingly from working classes (usually peasants and artisans) and small              
traders. The exiles, however, were in classical times members or immediate satellites of upper              
classes (the politician Alcibiades, the poet Ovid) and in modern times are either politicians or               
intellectuals (the two fuse in Marx, Lenin, and Trotsky), so that committed poets like Brecht,               
Neruda, Hikmet or many Spaniards after 1939 are not rare either. Exiles and some refugees cannot                
return--unless they renege -- until the political horizon in O changes significantly for refugees, as in                
the case of the US Vietnam War refusniks in Canada and Europe, or changes radically for exiles, as                  
in the cases of Khomeini and Solzhenitsyn. 

Second, my left, "RETURN POSSIBLE" column, is more than a little dubious. Since             
expatriates as a rule can return to O whenever they wish, though the reason for leaving was some                  
combination of economic and ideological discomfort, they perhaps belong to an epicycle of this              
typology; however, since they are of interest to students of literature, arts, and sciences, and since                
the comparison to the forcibly displaced persons might prove of some use, I have retained them. As                 
to the term émigrés, best known from the 19th-Century Irish, Italian, Jewish, and subsequently              
Latin American and other emigration to the USA, again it is not used in the technical or                 
bureaucratic meaning of anybody who emigrates to a new country, rather it is restricted to mass                
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displacements for mainly economic reasons. Such émigrés, who follow the maxim ubi bene ibi              
patria, do not exactly fit the divide between "RETURN POSSIBLE" and "RETURN            
IMPOSSIBLE": since they left to escape poverty (usually coupled with second-rate political status,             
but not leading to direct political expulsion), those that attain some economic comfort can return,               
often in old age, to their native land and possibly to remaining relatives. Nonetheless, this does not                 
hold for the mass of émigrés; the possibility vs. impossibility of return thus remains so important                
existentially, and therefore also psychologically, that it may for present purposes legitimize            
retaining this column.  

Third, both the above discussions lead to the conclusion that the "single" displacements             
(expatriates and exiles) belong mainly to the upper or upper-middle classes displaced by the rise of                
new power-holders, while the "mass" displacements (émigrés and refugees) belong mainly to the             
lower or lower-middle classes displaced by either a desire for economic betterment or fear of group                
reprisals. The forcibly expelled refugees and exiles go wherever they might find safety, the              
economically pushed émigrés as a rule from the global periphery to the metropolis, and the pulled                
expatriates to wherever the working conditions are better. Finally, nonetheless, politics is            
inseparable from economics. We might very roughly label exile and refugee crossing of borders as               
political displacements, while the expatriates and émigrés are primarily foregrounded as economic            
displacements; but we should not forget that in the case of those who cannot return to O (exiles and                   
refugees) the political expulsion has among its causes, almost always, an expectation of economic              
advantage to those that remain (as in anti-semitism), while in the case of those who could                
conceivably return (émigrés and expatriates) the economic stimulus for leaving O may be strongly              
intertwined with lack of power and ideological alienation. To my mind, in the interplay between               
politics and economics, when one of the factors is not immediately apparent, it usually lurks in the                 
background. Both are of course accompanied by ideological stances, quite consciously articulated            
and prominent in the case of intellectuals: Henry James, T.S. Eliot, and Joseph Conrad settled in                
England, as Eagleton somewhat primly puts it, “in flight from a lack of established order and                
civilised manners elsewhere”14/ (Ezra Pound's flight to order went on to Fascist allegiance); while              
Paris seems to have attracted mostly rebels and dissidents. Between these poles there fall the very                
many writers and artists who settled in France, the U.K., and then the USA, before and after World                  
War 2, from Wittgenstein and the New York painters to Rushdie, Ishiguro, and Mo.  

Fourth, people who see no possibility of returning from S to O, exiles and refugees, have                
had the decision to depart forced upon them by political powers from the outside, and their input                 
was in the case of exiles at best en amont, in the much prior decision to take up certain political                    
positions; in the case of refugees, usually the input was nil: they were simply born as Serbs, Hindus                  
or Palestinians, and forced out by the Powers-that-Be striving for a monolithic nation in newly               
independent Croatia, Pakistan or Israel. However, from a different angle, departure from O is for               
exiles and expatriates, as indicated in Table 1, existentially a singular decision (though clearly              
influenced by other people's similar decisions), but for refugees and émigrés an either serial or mass                
decision. The singular decider becomes in turn a part of an a posteriori collectivity once in S, where                  
both exiles and expatriates constitute (different) sub-groups held together by language, politics, and             
destiny, sometimes even by profession as in the case of physical scientists in the Manhattan Project                
or European exiles in Hollywood at the time of Hitler (the latter, mainly German-speaking,              
community felt quite estranged from expatriates like Huxley and Isherwood).  
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Of course there are many grey zones and cross-hatchings. Status may shift with the              
vicissitudes of time: Picasso began as an enthusiastic expatriate to the bright lights of Paris, but                
after Franco he turned exile. Shelley, Byron and their circle, including Mary Shelley and Claire               
Clairmont, much like Wilde after his trial, were halfway between exiles and expatriates, the males               
probably nearer to exile, whence Shelley's exclamation "Thou paradise of exiles, Italy!"15 -- and              
how times have changed from 1818, with the cannibalic exacerbation and miniaturization of             
nationalisms between Bonaparte and Bossi... Again, many refugees become such when fearing            
they'd be exiled or indeed imprisoned if they didn't leave, such as the vanquished rank-and-file in                
civil wars (as different from ethnic cleansing).  

Such grey zones or shifting roles occur in many individual cases. To mention a situation I                
know best, my own: As a child, I was a refugee in liberated Italy from the German and Italian                   
Fascist occupation of Yugoslavia. As a student, I was a short-term expatriate in England, France,               
and the USA. Then, as an adult, I was a half-expatriate and half-émigré as university teacher in                 
North America, until I, after seven years, realized I was simply an émigré. Finally, after the collapse                 
of the Federative Republic of Yugoslavia, when the resulting Croatian mini-state refused            
citizenship to my Bosnian-born wife baptized in the Orthodox religion, and after my retirement in               
Italy, I am today an expatriate from Canada, which had accorded me its citizenship. With Ugresic, I                 
could say: "I myself am neither an émigré nor a refugee nor an asylum-seeker. I am a writer who at                    
one point decided not to live in her own country anymore because her country was no longer                 
hers."16/ What this all might mean should become clearer as I get into the phenomenological               
psychology of displacement. 

  

1.2. Citizen or Person in the Nation-State  

Finally, but quite fundamentally, my typology is, as suggested earlier, historically dependent upon             
the rise of Nation-States both as O, the determining locus or societal spacetime of youthful               
upbringing and acculturation, and then as S, the determining instance of full, partial or no               
acceptance for the displaced. It is usually forgotten that Anderson's justly celebrated definition of              
nation as "an imagined political community" does not end here: it adds that the nation is a limited                  
and sovereign community. Sovereignty marks well the nation's absolutist claims, no smaller than             
theocracies make upon its adherents: as Rousseau tattled out, patriotism is a religion civile which is                
to be praised because, "[making of la patrie] the object of the Citizens' adorations, it teaches them                 
that to serve the State is to serve its tutelary God”; yet on the negative side, Rousseau notes that this                    
religion easily leads to exclusivity, intolerance, and bloodshed.17/ Further, the limits of the             
"impermeable" and "closed surface"18/ of the Nation-State are stricter than in pre-national States.             
Surely there were proportionately as many exiles before that: almost all the great Chinese poets               
managed to offend the imperial Court as badly as Ovid, and political strife produced exiles from                
popes like Gregory VII to lesser fry like Dante. But expatriates are already predicated upon a notion                 
of patria largely absent from the more encompassing political formations, with a unified official              
and written language regardless of ethnicity, of late Antiquity and especially of the Middle Ages:               
Theocritus could try to find a patron in a Sicilian as well as an Alexandrian despot; clerics,                 
mercenary captains, merchants, pilgrims, philosophers, musicians, and even guild apprentices or           
students moved with ease across medieval Christendom or Islam. At such precapitalist times, serfs              
could not move from the soil at all, and masses of slaves from wars and raids were transported                  
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hundreds or thousands of kilometers right up to the transatlantic Black slave trade (estimated at               
10-15 million people).  

Modern experiences brought a new vocabulary: while innumerable tribal congeries have           
always shifted in great migrations across steppes and seas, mass refugees from O to S seem to begin                  
with the rise of the bourgeoisie, Nation-States, and attendant religious wars. The stalemate between              
Catholicism and Protestantism sanctioned by the Augsburg peace of 1555 foresaw not only the duty               
of all subjects to follow the ruler's religion (ius reformandi) but also the right of those refusing it to                   
leave (ius emigrandi): thence mass shifts of Protestants Northward and of Catholics Southward,             
including the 17th-Century expulsion of Huguenots from France and emigration of Puritans from             
England. This was followed by mass émigrés as the first full halfworld market came into being                
around the Atlantic Ocean, and culminating in huge population shifts across almost all borders after               
1918, especially but not only in the artificially partitioned territories from World War 2 (the               
"ex"-States)19/, up to our Never-ending Holy Warfare. Nationalist narratives of every stripe and             
scale, from Hutu to US-American, each cultivate a monolithic little splinter-truth of their own              
which has far less tolerance for Others than, say, the Ottoman Empire where the majority of grand                 
visiers have been islamized non-Ottomans. As always, the exemplary final horizons of and             
solutions to nationalist problems, what Lenin called "modern 'patriotic' barbarism,"20/ have been            
found in the killings of millions of constructed Others by Fascist States, led by Nazi Germany and                 
Imperial Japan. If we need in some (not all) cases to retain the concept of Nation-State, it is                  
imperative to desacralize or "laicize" it.21/ 

Obversely, it is a nice conundrum to what typology and psychology may the loyal partizans               
of no longer (or indeed not yet) existent States belong. Europe has a long and painful tradition here                  
from Dante through 19th-Century Italian followers of Machiavelli or Polish patriots to émigrés             
regretting the fall of (say) Yugoslavia or the USSR, wonderfully represented by Kusturica's movie              
Underground or Makavejev's Gorilla Bathing at Noon. Displaced from the now insufferable            
once-and-future-locus, they have a choice between becoming embittered laudatores temporis acti           
or plotters for a future rebirth and reunification.  

However, a huge, quite central, yet earlier hidden contradiction is being revealed by the              
mass migrations across the borders of Nation-States, very often because of their intolerant rise. As               
Borkenau put it, "there is eternal war between the two aspects of the bourgeois State, sovereignty                
and human rights". This is perhaps most elegantly put when Agamben asks whether in the 1789                
Déclaration des droits de l'homme et du citoyen "the two terms are to name two distinct realities or                  
whether[...] the first term is actually always already contained in the second".22/ If the real truth of                 
the Nation-State is giving certain rights to its citizens rather than to "Man" (people, persons) in                
general, regardless of a person's birthplace and/or descent (the ius solis and ius sanguinis), this               
antinomy is inoperative as long as practically all citizens were born in the State and ethnically                
belonged to the Nation. Jews and Gypsies (Roms) were widely disliked but easily persecuted and               
even murdered, and thus not really threatening, exceptions; the same obtained outside Europe for              
Armenians in the Ottoman Empire, and Indians or Chinese in various European colonies scattered              
from Africa to Indonesia and Oceania. A first real problem was the constitution of States after                
1918-19 in Central and Eastern Europe with large "national minorities," often from neighbouring             
countries, repeated on a larger scale in the new States of Africa and Asia after World War 2. Both                   
were accompanied by an omnipresent flurry of securing the “core” nations by forced             
denationalization and by huge migrations of refugees, incommensurate with earlier single exiles. As             
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the pioneering work of Hannah Arendt spelled it out, the alternatives meted out to the refugees were                 
either repatriation (not practicable in most cases), or "naturalization" (a revealing bureaucratic term             
implying that an official seal of citizenship, bestowed by S to people coming from O, cancelled the                 
aliens' "unnaturalness"), or -- most often -- a neglect that left the refugees in a limbo of full or                   
semi-illegality, where often "the only practical substitute for a non-existent homeland was an             
internment camp". As of those events, the refugees "have attached themselves like a curse to all the                 
newly established states on earth which were created in the image of the nation".23/  

The political problem after the collapse of "actually existing socialism" is not emigration but              
immigration, the Nation-States of western Europe and north America manipulating immigrants for            
economic super-exploitation and political fears (but we should not forget that probably the majority              
of migrants goes "South-South," that is within Africa and Asia). Capitalist globalization's "free"             
circulation applies to finances and the rich, less to commodities, even less to information, and is at                 
its most restrictive about poor people and workers. Still, immigration is not so much prevented as                
kept down as a threat against the inevitably existing immigrants' asking for full rights.24/ On               
conservative estimates, over 4,000 immigrants have died trying to penetrate Fortress Europe from             
1994 to 2003, and the situation is similar along the 2,500 kilometers separating the USA from Latin                 
America. As Marx remarked, in the famous chapter of Capital Vol. 1 on original accumulation, the                
underlying capitalist tradition is to treat those who have no property except labour-power as              
vagabonds and delinquents. After the interval of union struggles and State regulation, we are in the                
last 30 years back at this tradition. Unable to treat the refugees, and then the émigrés, as persons                  
with reasonably full legal rights (including civic or citizenship rights as well as economic rights)               
flowing out of the Rights of Man, the State finally sought a pseudo-solution in "the extension of                 
arbitrary rule by police decree", which brings with it the unavoidable danger and huge temptation               
that the legal status of all citizens would be subject to erosion in favour of an omnipotent                 
police-cum-military, which is "dispensed from observing any juridical norm of warfare."25/  

Even for the legally tolerated non-citizens, human rights are sapped when people are             
"deprived of a place in the world which makes opinions significant and actions effective". As               
Arendt somewhat despairingly concluded, people "forced out of all political communities... have            
lost all those parts of the world and all those aspects of human existence which are the result of our                    
common labour".26/ No State or international organization has faced up to this central political (and               
not only palliatively "humanitarian") problem yet. Forty years later, Agamben updated the meaning             
of "a permanently resident mass of non-citizens" for our epoch, noting how "the succession of               
internment camps [for refugees, DS] -- concentration camps -- extermination camps represents a             
perfectly real filiation", and how this points out that "the camp as the placing of displacement is the                  
hidden matrix of the politics within which we still live" and that "the refugee, an apparently                
marginal figure, unhinges the old trinity of State-nation-territory."27/ The refugees expose for all to              
see the festering Nation-State contradictions between nativity and nationality, as well as between             
human and citizen rights.  

 

2. Displaced Personalities: A Little Phenomenology  

"The subjectivity or interiority of the immigrant or exile is formed and informed by the 'totality' of                 
her or his 'home' culture. When individuals go to a new society, they experience a major gap                 
between the alien culture and the self (in)formed elsewhere: collective and individual subjects no              
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longer coincide": this precise collocation by JanMohamed28/ may introduce a focus on the lived              
negotiations between O and S which makes immigrants what they are. Arendt particularizes this              
from the experience of Hitlerian exile:  

We lost our homes, which means the familiarity of daily life. We lost our              
occupation, which means the confidence that we are of some use in the world. We               
lost our language, which means the naturalness of reactions, the simplicity of            
gestures, the unaffected expression of feelings.29/ 

It is usually an "essential sadness [that] can never be surmounted"; immigrants "feel their              
difference (even as they frequently exploit it) as a kind of orphanhood" -- though it can be palliated                  
and even backgrounded in cases of more fortunate insertion into S. Where nationalisms are about               
groups and often expel groups, an immigrant has two choices: either Said's "solitude experienced              
outside the group"30/ or the cocooning off into a small group of landsmen, speakers of the                
pre-displacement language. The latter is less common with exiles (who are at any rate usually both                
more arrogant and better able to fend for themselves), except in cases of politicians plotting their                
return within a small group. But both choices have a huge psychic cost, evident in solitude but just                  
as high -- if different -- in an enforced clinging to usually mistaken, patriarchal pieties from O. At                  
any rate, the immigrants are constantly threatened with the fate Aristotle allotted to those not               
belonging to the polis: to mimic either gods or beasts.  

To belong: what to, how, at what cost? This is the central and overriding problem of the                 
immigrant. Many intellectuals in exile and some younger refugees or émigrés may have the good               
fortune of finding a place in a profession or craft/trade -- and indeed, insertion into the work process                  
on a reasonable level of economic and existential dignity is to my mind the key to the immigrants'                  
psychophysical survival. A few exiles may trade in their political expertise by going over to the                
enemy, as Themistocles to Artaxerxes or the KGB transfuges to the CIA; a number of émigrés may                 
be experts welcome to the host country, as Hitler's rocketry experts working on for the Pentagon or                 
the Red Army. But apart from such gilded displacements (as was in a modest way mine too), most                  
immigrants, and especially refugees who come with no certainty the society or labour market want               
them, have the basic economic problem of surviving. This engenders a pull to engage in officially                
illegal activities -- such as prostitution, dope-pushing and other black-market activities, or simply             
petty crime -- which is strongly helped along and often rendered inevitable when the ill-advised S                
government pushes them into the position of second-rate inhabitants, denied insertion, training,            
working permits, etc. In that case, immigrants are forced to fulfill the prophecies of chauvinists               
from S who see them as threats. Like Saladin Chamcha in Rushdie's Satanic Verses, they are first                 
described as, and then often inscribed or turned into malignant Aliens. As Freud's pun has it, those                 
who are without a heim are unheimlich: the homeless and mobile have uncanny characteristics for               
people in comfortable homes, as Jews had for East European peasants and gypsies have for settled                
burghers. A runaway feedback loop of mutual resentments is not difficult to set up, and it can only                  
be prevented by "affirmative action" from enlightened forces within S. For, the alternative is a               
qualitative leap toward militarization and Police State, which is the not-so-hidden agenda today             
behind the hyped-up terrorist scare (that is real but marginal and to be fought in the hearts and                  
minds of people by removing the causes for its mass appeal). The coming about of forbidden zones                 
barricaded at will by the State and even by private entrepreneurs would divide people into humans                
and sub-humans, persons and nonpersons, the latter put into the nonplaces of camps not subject to                
normal judicial process (the clearest example today being Guantanamo). This would also render             
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obsolete all talk about displaced persons: we would all live in an univers concentrationnaire              
without an outside, a universal ethnic-cum-class apartheid.31/ 

We are not quite there yet. The horns of an immigrant's dilemma, goring most severely               
exiles and intellectual émigrés, are still assimilation and an intransigent, sometimes curmudgeonly,            
espousal of marginality. Assimilation opens prospects of success in S, which often means becoming              
more Catholic than the Pope -- the way chosen for example by T.S. Eliot, who reinvented himself                 
as a conservative Anglo-Catholic, by Kurt Weill, who reinvented himself as a Broadway composer,              
or by Edward Teller, who reinvented himself as a Cold-War hawk, not to mention Brzezinski,               
Kissinger, and Albright. Most immigrants surely by far prefer assimilation, which is accepted by              
almost all émigrés who have no strong reasons, political or artistic, to return to O, and somewhat                 
less often by refugees who may try changing several host countries. The espousal of marginality in                
order to refuse dominant traits of S is characteristic of expatriated or exiled writers who don't want                 
to lose the language in which they write and/or the beliefs because of which they had to leave (the                   
way chosen for example by Joyce, by Weill's co-author of The Threepenny Opera and Mahagonny,               
Bertolt Brecht, or by the writer Evgeniy Zamyatin, equally disliked by the Soviet authorities who               
let him go and the White Russian colony in Paris where he came). But it is often, as Ugresic                   
shrewdly notes, tragicomic32/: the exile who refused to adapt to the intrigues of Athens must now                
adapt to the court of Artaxerxes, and furthermore has to pin all hopes for justifying one's life-work                 
on a return to O, by way of either political reversal or posterity.33/ Word artists in exile are                  
inevitably stubborn and often unpleasant: "Who but an exile like Dante [...] would use eternity as a                 
place for settling old scores?"34/  

 

3. The Displaced Intellectual as Creative Interpreter 

"He's studying Wales," Eira said, "and he goes to          
London to do it."  

Raymond Williams, Border Country (1960) 

 

3.1. Said's Hypothesis: Pro 

Is there a third way between these horns, one which would permit the intellectual to function either                 
both in O and S (though it's almost impossible not to concentrate one's energies predominantly on                
one of these venues) or as a generalizer and/or mediator, somersaulting between the bull's horns like                
the Minoan taurokatháfia dancers? There are great historical examples for such a stance, the best               
known of which is Byron's intervention (not only by writing) between the UK and Greece, or the                 
writings of many political and intellectual exiles empowered by enforced marginality from Herzen's             
mediation and Marx's generalization on, and it is by now a staple of a postcolonial and post-Said                 
vulgate about hybridity and double vision. The finding of a mediating stance may be rendered moot                
by death or change of circumstances in O permitting return, but it can also succeed, especially in the                  
case of an immigrant who came early enough to undergo schooling in S and therefore, with much                 
talent and no little luck, to be accepted in its professional circles. Prominent examples are the                
subsuming of national tensions into area studies in Predrag Matvejević's warm focus on the              
Mediterranean as what joins rather than divides people on its shores,35/ and the rare two-way streets                
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between imperial metropolis and colonial periphery of Edward Said in the USA or Stuart Hall in the                 
UK (who as a Black Jamaican didn't have language problems but had to cope with the "racial" form                  
of xenophobia). Said developed a brilliant practice -- most famously in Orientalism but also in               
many other books about literature, Palestine, and the role of intellectuals -- and then also an                
approximation to a theory about border intellectuals as mediators between the two worlds of O and                
S.  

Said grounds his discussion of displacement in Georg Lukács's famous hypothesis in The             
Theory of the Novel, written under the shock of the outbreak of World War 1, that the novel is the                    
form of the soul's "transcendental homelessness" (transzendentale Obdachlosigkeit). This was, as           
Lukács judged it in a shrewd self-critique of 1963, the amalgam of a "Leftwing" ethics with a                 
"Rightwing" epistemology and indeed ontology.36/ In contrast to the epic poem, which was             
correlative to (grossly idealized) stable social totalities with clear values and no swift changes in               
mode of life, in his argument the novel after Cervantes arises from and exfoliates the experience of                 
a society in which incessant changes are the norm; so that the disinherited protagonist seeks in it to                  
build a new "home" for himself, with a security resembling the lost one. The theological vocabulary                
reveals this as a laicized Judeochristian version of the Fall from Eden, after which the inhabitants of                 
the Terrestrial City are permanent exiles from the City of God, for which they yearn. As Donne                 
phrased it in 'The Progress of the Soul':  

For though through many straits, and lands I roam,  

I launch at paradise, and I sail towards home. 

In Lukács this is filtered through his teacher Max Weber's theories of modern             
disenchantment, in fact (quite openly) of the Death of God. The epic of Antiquity knows only one                 
sublunary world, whereas the novel as epic of bourgeois adventurers, speculators, and exiles,             
comments Said, "exists because other worlds can exist" -- horizontal connections replacing, as it              
were, the vertical link between gods and people.37/ Accordingly, the novel indicates for Lukács and               
Said both the distress of Geworfenheit, the worldly dereliction, and the hero's struggle to achieve a                
serene Geborgenheit, a sheltered being. In that optic, the wanderings of the exceptional exile, the               
new Odysseus, amount to an enlightening and redemptive motif with an uncertain outcome: though              
he cannot go back to Ithaca, his displacement might either tragically reveal the cruelty of the world                 
by perishing in it or find some new, makeshift homeliness that stanches the soul's unheimlich               
alienation (four years later, after the horrifying carnage of the World War, Lukács would find in the                 
Leninist Party such a home).  

This is on the face of it quite similar to the conservative or indeed reactionary clamour about                 
the "uprooted cosmopolitanism" of modern intellectuals, who have no native soil -- and the Nazis               
would add, no native bloodline -- to root in but sprout as flowers of asphalt or of evil (Baudelaire                   
would half agree). Nationalist filiation is ultimately bound to the coincidence of Blut und Boden,               
though, in order to escape its retrograde and indeed murderous connotations, such bloody soil is               
usually hidden by Herder's cultural form of nature, language -- to the delight of teachers of national                 
literatures, who usually haven't read their Saussure with due attention to arbitrariness of the sign.               
But of course, while the anamnesis might largely coincide, a diagnosis following and adapting the               
Lukács-Said tradition to our purposes would run quite differently: the roots do not have to be found                 
any longer -- in fact, they cannot be found -- in a horticultural or cattle-breeding metaphor, they are                  
to be sought in time. Raymond Williams's magisterial The Country and the City still found               
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self-contained 'knowable communities' in England up to the end of 19th Century: now none are left.                
Displacement out of the no-longer-operative local and national communities thus does not            
necessarily entail cutting off one's roots; indeed, the displacement might actually help in finding the               
new, temporal roots.  

There appear to be two main time orientations (not necessarily excluding each other) as to               
where to achieve the "reassurance, fitness, belonging, association, and community" which Said calls             
affiliation. Either an intellectual's exemplary roots can be found in another venerable tradition             
(linguistic, formal, professional, etc.): this is preferred by the swarms of émigrés of the first and                
second generation seeking refuge and safety in engineering and science professions, but not at all               
absent from humanities. Or, paradoxically, the roots can be found in a projected better world that                
manifestly needs radical change from what we are at, one to be worked toward by using also (but                  
not only) tools from the intellectual's profession -- a future only for the sake of which one can, as                   
Fichte said, tolerate the present. For Said this is the intellectual as worldly or "secular critical                
consciousness,"38/ for whom exile is emblematic of "an alternative to the mass institutions that              
dominate modern life":  

The exile knows that in a secular and contingent world, homes are always provisional.              
Borders and barriers, which enclose us within the safety of familiar territory, can also become               
prisons, and are often defended beyond reason or necessity. Exiles cross borders, break barriers of               
thought and experience.39/  

From which it follows in cultural studies that  

the inevitable trajectory of critical consciousness is to arrive at some acute sense of              
what political, social, and human values are entailed in the reading, production, and             
transmission of every text [...]. [This also means standing close to] a concrete reality              
about which political, moral, and social judgments have to be made [...].  

For if texts are a form of impressive human activity, they must be correlated with               
(not reduced to) other forms of impressive, perhaps even repressive, and displacing            
forms of human activity.40/  

While generally speaking about this as the stance of oppositional criticism which can, in              
Swiftian opposition to concrete social situations, recreate "the bonds between texts and the             
world"41/, Said nevertheless concludes -- following the example of yet another Mitteleuropean            
Jewish exile, Lukács's enemy brother Adorno -- that the new home is to be found "only [...] in                  
writing."42/   

This may be psychologically and ethically correct, but it is scarcely a realistic political              
alternative: Said's own Palestinian cause is the best example how the huge mass institutions of               
media, academia, and indeed governments with armies, can brush off intellectual gadflys. He has              
himself noted how, "[t]o a great extent culture, cultural formations, and intellectuals exist by virtue               
of a very interesting network of relationships with the State's almost absolute power".43/ So "the               
exile's intellectual mission"44/ can, insofar as he remains a lone artisan, to my mind function only in                 
two ways: either quite locally, within her immediate profession, or for wider purposes exemplarily.              
In the latter case we are back in the metaphor of exile that I left in abeyance at the beginning: the                     
displaced person, represented by the exemplary oppositional intellectual, returns as Christ-like           
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"substitutive sacrificial suffering"45/ to take upon itself the woes of this world and work out a path of                  
exodus for future generations.  

 

3.2. Said's Hypothesis: Ambiguities; and Back to Brecht 

In Waiting for Godot, the two tramps discuss their chances of salvation on the model of the two                  
thieves around Jesus. Are you comparing yourself to Christ, asks one in horrified tones. All my life                 
I have compared myself to him, is the witty answer. In that sense, it is of course healthy to follow                    
an exemplary path. But, as Said stressed, we have learned that dangers lurk in a nostalgic search for                  
home; it might easily turn out to be a new and virulent version of the soul's prison, as Denmark was                    
for Hamlet: a violent and unjust nation, sect, Church or Party -- most perniciously, a Nation-State                
with police, bombers, and large or small colonial pretensions. If we zoom back through time to the                 
model Hellenic outcast sufferer, Philoctetes (a figure for exiles from Sophocles to Heiner Müller),              
we have to remember “Philoctetes had his bow as well as his wound”46/ -- but the bow and the                   
wound are in complex feedback.  

And as to our discussion at hand, such a metaphoric use is highly ambiguous. On the one                 
hand, it is a welcome breath of letting the world into our specialized philological discussions, which                
become a feeble ghetto if shut off from the world. "[T]o stand away from 'home' in order to look at                    
it with the exile's detachment,"47/ or I'd add with an anthropologist's detachment which is yet not at                 
all devoid of emotional investment, is a particular instance and concretization of what Brecht called               
the "estrangement effect" (Verfremdungs-Effekt): seeing all as strange unless sanctioned by           
reasoned values. This involves a standpoint tending "to see things not simply as they are but as they                  
have come to be that way [...] contingent, not inevitable [...] the result of a series of historical                  
choices made by human beings [...]." And indeed Said's insistence (and wonderful practice as              
writer) that by a creative use of displaced personhood the intellectual can become a well-informed               
critic in the borderlands between the poor and richer sections of the world, on "both sides of the                  
imperial divide," seems to me rather Brechtian and right on. In that case, forced displacement               
becomes "a model for the intellectual who is tempted, and even beset and overwhelmed, by the                
rewards of accommodation, yea-saying, settling in".48/ Such an intellectual may then perhaps limn             
in new cognitive maps, such as Tsvetaeva's unforgettable line from her emigration in the Hitlerian               
and Stalinist mid-1930s, "Vse poèty zhidy" ('In this most Christian world/ All poets are Yids”).               
And further, "Exile, far from being the fate of nearly forgotten unfortunates [...], becomes              
something closer to a norm, an experience of crossing boundaries and charting new territories in               
defiance of the classical canonic enclosures, however much its loss and sadness should be              
acknowledged and registered". Indeed Said even believed that it is possible "to regard the              
intellectual as first distilling then articulating the predicaments that disfigure modernity--mass           
deportation, imprisonment, population transfer, collective dispossession, and forced        
immigrations."49/ And finally, he optimistically claimed 

that liberation as an intellectual mission, born in the resistance and opposition            
to the confinements and ravages of imperialism, has now shifted from the            
settled, established, and domesticated dynamics of culture to its unhoused,          
decentered, and exilic energies, energies whose incarnation is today the          
migrant, and whose consciousness is that of the intellectual and the artist in             
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exile, the political figure between domains, between forms, between homes,          
and between languages.50/  

It will be apparent that Said is here putting an enormous onus on this new privileged agent                 
of liberation, replacing Lukács's privileged ideal proletariat, Virginia Woolf's privileged          
androgynous mind (in A Room of One's Own), and Liberation Theology's privileged option for the               
poor. However, Woolf added in her Three Guineas that almost divine powers are attributed to the                
professional woman by those who expect her to build a new and better world. Surely even a whole                  
slew of migrant intellectuals would be inadequate for stopping the ravages so well denounced by               
Said -- unless accompanied by cautious alliance with some mass movement, into which he himself               
practically entered but which he never theorized. Said knew this too but chose to background it:                
"Exile, in the words of Wallace Stevens, is 'a mind of Winter' in which the pathos of summer and                   
autumn as much as the potential of spring are nearby but unobtainable."50/ Or most clearly, as he                 
concluded in his brilliant consideration of Swift, that exemplary political writer of English literature              
who yet failed in his political intervention: "Intellectual writing protrudes into space and time, but               
its occasions are in the end controlled by real power."  

What this leaves us with, beyond the no doubt needed philology, is a combination of               
epistemological enquiry, of investigating Said's "intrinsic conditions on which knowledge is made            
possible,"51/ and political alliances outside criticism proper but made possible and fruitful by the              
oppositional stance. For such a venture, not to adjoin to an understanding of ethnico-cultural              
oppositions also, and quite centrally, one of class oppositions seems self-defeating.52/  

Furthermore, the Christological echoes present here gloss over Said's own, to my mind             
absolutely central and indispensable, insight cited earlier, namely that exilic displacement is            
irremediably secular and historical, and that it is willfully produced by some groups or classes of                
humans in power to be borne by other groups or classes of disempowered, suffering, wronged, and                
(as Adorno put it) damaged humans, who cannot be fully comforted by any transcendental mission               
as saviours for other people and other times to come. If we wish to use insights from theological                  
language, then each moment and each person is in a direct relationship to divinity, and no future                 
felicities can erase the Now and Here. Various smaller groups, most prominently an erotic couple,               
are therefore adopted as makeshift Earthly Paradises, where exiles might be "Imparadised in one              
another's arms" (Paradise Lost IV: 506). But on the whole, as Attic tragedy rehearsed it for us in its                   
heroines and heroes, the transgressor's moral triumph is at least counterbalanced by his or her               
suffering and defeat. 

For those of us who are no masochists, that is, those who want to find out how we might                   
win, a Brechtian critical comedy, with an open ending depending on all of us, might be a better                  
template. Once the tragic presuppositions are in place and the protagonist is caught within their               
closed coils, it unfolds with the iron logic of the punishment machine in Kafka's Penal Colony,                
inscribing the rule of Power on the Body. As opposed to it, Brecht lauded Charles Laughton for                 
showing in The Life of Galileo a scientist's refusal of "nature's privilege to ordain tragedies."54/ His                
central device was to articulate the presented story in such a way as to give us a chance to intervene                    
with our judgment between its segments, in other words to provide it with an episodic and                
open-ended structure fostering reflection and choice. Not only the positions shown but also their              
presuppositions were to be held up to scrutiny and doubt: the killing pain-machine was to be shown                 
as constructed by people and deconstructable by other people. This draws on the age-old lessons of                
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comedy, from the great ancestors Aristophanes, Molière or Nestroy on, where judgment and             
pleasure always embraced. The Brechtian spectator is enabled to draw pleasure from evaluating             
himself and her way of life by the detour of judging the events narrated on the stage. This could be                    
fruitfully applied to displacing persons too.  

And he followed up his astonishment at slamming the door in hungry people's faces, so true                
in (say) Fortress Europe's dealing with most displaced persons today,56/ with a call we might               
meditate, at the open ending of The Good Person of Szechwan:  

Indeed it is a curious way of coping: 

To close the play, leaving the issue open. 

- - - - - - - 

Should men be better? Should the world be changed? 

Or just the gods? Or ought there to be none? 

We for our part feel well and truly done. 

There's only one solution that we know: 

That you should now consider as you go 

What sort of measures you would recommend 

To help good people to a happy end.  

Dear friends, dear audience, in you we trust: 

There must be happy endings, must, must, must! 
(verse adapted from John Willett's translations) 

 

This could be fruitfully applied to displacing persons too.  

Lucca, Spring 2004 
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